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Abstract

The scalability and computing power of large-scale

computational platforms that harness processing cy-

cles from distributed nodes has made them attrac-

tive for hosting compute-intensive time-critical appli-

cations. Many of these applications are composed of

computational tasks that require specific deadlines to

be met for successful completion. In scheduling such

tasks, replication becomes necessary due to the hetero-

geneity and dynamism inherent in these computational

platforms. In this paper, we show that combining

redundant scheduling with deadline-based scheduling

in these systems leads to a fundamental tradeoff be-

tween throughput and fairness. We propose a new

scheduling algorithm called Limited Resource Earli-

est Deadline (LRED) that couples redundant schedul-

ing with deadline-driven scheduling in a flexible way

by using a simple tunable parameter to exploit this

tradeoff. Our evaluation of LRED using trace-driven

and synthetic simulations shows that LRED provides a

powerful mechanism to achieve desired throughput or

fairness under high loads and low timeliness environ-

ments, where these tradeoffs are most critical.

1 Introduction

Large-scale computational platforms such as Grid

infrastructures [18] and cycle sharing systems [39,

1] have grown in popularity for running computa-

tionally intensive applications in areas spanning Bio-

informatics [17], High Energy Physics [30], Climate

prediction [15], etc. These systems provide scalability

and enormous computational power by harnessing idle

processing cycles from computing hosts distributed

around the Internet. Their low deployment and oper-

ational cost in addition to their scalability has made

these infrastructures attractive for hosting large-scale

time-critical applications, for example, Biomedical ap-

plications such as medical image processing [8, 19],

and Real-time MRI analysis [3].

Many of these applications are composed of com-

putational tasks that require specific deadlines to be

met for successful completion. These deadlines could

result either from the time-constrained or real-time na-

ture of the applications, or due to internal task de-

pendencies, requiring some of the critical tasks to

be finished in a timely manner. However, schedul-

ing such time-constrained tasks in cycle sharing sys-

tems is challenging because of several reasons. First,

the nodes in such a system are highly heterogeneous,

with different CPU speeds, network connectivity, and

load conditions. In addition, the capacity of individ-

ual nodes is also highly variable due to varying loads,

fluctuating network bandwidth and churn. Such het-

erogeneity and dynamism makes it extremely difficult

to select the right nodes to execute tasks in a timely

manner. As a result, redundant scheduling [7, 21],

where a task is assigned to multiple nodes to improve

its chance of successful completion, is often employed

in such systems.

However, the use of redundant scheduling creates

a fundamental dilemma in choosing the right order

of task scheduling. Giving preference to low dead-

line tasks, as is done by traditional deadline-based

scheduling algorithms such as Earliest Deadline First

(EDF) [27], results in consuming more resources,



since such tasks have more stringent deadlines and

need more resources for their timely completion. On

the other hand, ordering the tasks in decreasing order

of their deadlines (we refer to this ordering as Lat-

est Deadline First or LDF), while potentially provid-

ing better resource utilization, is likely to starve tighter

deadline (and hence potentially more important) tasks.

This dilemma can be understood as a tradeoff between

throughput and fairness in the system: should a sched-

uler focus on successfully completing more tasks, or

should it partition the available resources more equi-

tably among tasks with different deadlines?

In this paper, we propose a new scheduling al-

gorithm called Limited Resource Earliest Deadline

(LRED) that is specifically designed to address this

throughput-fairness tradeoff in such heterogeneous,

dynamic computational environments. LRED couples

redundant scheduling with deadline-driven scheduling

in a flexible way to exploit this tradeoff. Intuitively,

LRED works by limiting the number of resources con-

sumed per task (thus improving throughput), while

scheduling the selected tasks in earliest deadline or-

der (thus improving fairness). An important feature

of LRED is that it can achieve a desired throughput-

fairness tradeoff using a simple tunable parameter.

The design of the LRED algorithm has resulted in

the following key research contributions:

• We define a statistical notion of timeliness for a

computational node which can incorporate both

inter-node heterogeneity as well as intra-node dy-

namism, and provide a simple technique to esti-

mate this timeliness based on the node’s past ex-

ecution history.

• LRED uses these timeliness values to cou-

ple redundant scheduling with deadline-driven

scheduling in a seamless manner.

• LRED can achieve the desired throughput-

fairness tradeoff in the system by using a tunable

parameter to control the scheduling order of the

tasks. LRED is a generalization of EDF and LDF,

so that, by tuning this parameter, LRED reduces

to EDF in one extreme, and to (a close variant of)

LDF in another extreme.

We use trace-driven and synthetic simulations to

evaluate the performance of LRED in a heterogeneous

environment under different system conditions such as

load and overall timeliness level of the system. Our

results show that the load and the timeliness envi-

ronment have a significant impact on the throughput-

fairness tradeoff of task scheduling. We find that

LRED provides a powerful mechanism to achieve de-

sired throughput or fairness under high loads and low

timeliness environments, where these tradeoffs are

most critical.

2 System Model

In this section, we present our system model and de-

fine some of the concepts that will be used throughout

the rest of the paper.

2.1 Task model

Our task model consists of a task pool with a set of

homogeneous 1 tasks in terms of their computational

requirements. These tasks are continuously created

and submitted to the pool by an application. Each task

Ti is associated with a deadline Di that is defined as

the time by which the task Ti must be completed2. The

task is deemed as completed successfully, only if a re-

sult is computed within time Di from the instant the

task arrived in the system, otherwise, it is assumed to

be failed. Different tasks can have different deadlines,

either based on their time of arrival, or because of dif-

ference in importance or priorities (e.g., a task with

large number of task dependencies may be assigned a

shorter deadline).

2.2 Computational model

The computing environment consists of a set of

heterogeneous worker nodes that provide their com-

putational resources for executing the tasks. We as-

sume a pull-based task scheduling model (commonly

used in large-scale computational systems such as

BOINC [1]), where each worker node requests work

from a central scheduler and is assigned a task from

1Many of the applications we consider produce homogeneous

tasks. We intend to explore heterogeneous tasks in the future.
2By task completion time, we mean the time at which the task

result is returned back to the scheduler. We will use response time

and task completion time interchangeably in the rest of the paper,

unless otherwise noted.
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Figure 1. Computing the timeliness of two

workers for a given deadline D.

the existing task pool. It then executes the task and re-

turn the results back to the scheduler. Different worker

nodes can take different amounts of time to complete

the same task due to differences in their computational

capabilities (e.g., CPU speeds), network bandwidth,

and load. Further, each worker may provide differ-

ent response times for the same task during different

periods, due to dynamic conditions such as varying

loads and fluctuating network latency. Thus, we as-

sume heterogeneity across the worker nodes, as well

as dynamism over the same node over time, in terms of

the completion time for a task.

2.3 Timeliness model

Based on the above worker and task model, we

present a timeliness model that incorporates the inter-

node heterogeneity as well as intra-node dynamism of

the worker nodes for different task deadlines. We as-

sociate a response time distribution with each worker,

which models the probability with which a worker is

able to finish a task within a given amount of time.

Such a distribution can be constructed based on a

worker’s past execution history. Using this distribu-

tion, we can estimate the likelihood that a worker will

be able to meet a deadline.

Definition 1 Timeliness: The timeliness τi(D) of a

worker Wi for a task with deadline D is defined as the

probability that the worker will be able to finish the

task within time D.

τi(D) = CDFi(D), (1)

where CDFi is the CDF of the worker’s response time.

Figure 1 illustrates this notion of timeliness.

Based on this definition, timeliness takes on a value

between 0 and 1, where a timeliness value of 1 for

a deadline D means that the worker node always re-

turns within time D, while a value of 0 implies that

the worker node will never return before D. Further,

note that the timeliness of a worker depends on the

deadline of a task, so that a worker will have a smaller

timeliness value for more stringent deadlines. Finally,

different workers will have different timeliness values

for the same deadline based on their response time dis-

tributions. For example, in Figure 1, for the deadline

D, the two workers Wi and Wj have different timeli-

ness values τi(D) and τj(D) respectively.

2.4 Redundant Scheduling

Because of the worker heterogeneity and different

ranges of task deadlines, it is possible that a task with

a stringent deadline may have only a small probabil-

ity of being successfully completed by any worker on

its own. However, its success probability can be in-

creased by redundantly allocating it to multiple work-

ers. For instance, let us assume that a task T arrives

with a deadline of 100 and there are two workers W1

and W2 with timeliness values of 0.8 and 0.6 respec-

tively for this deadline. Now, if we want the task to

be completed with a high probability, say 0.9, then the

task cannot be scheduled to either of the workers in-

dividually and be expected to complete successfully

with the desired probability. On the other hand, by as-

signing the task to both W1 and W2 and waiting for the

first response, we increase the probability of successful

task completion to 0.92, which meets our requirement.

We assume the use of such redundant scheduling

in our system to achieve a desired target success rate

(TSR) for each task. The target success rate can be de-

fined as the desired probability with which each task

must be completed within its deadline. TSR can be

thought of as the overall task completion rate desired

by an application. Note that a TSR of less than 1 may

be acceptable for many applications in our target en-

vironment, largely because most of them use soft task

deadlines with a possibility to re-execute a failed task

in the worst case. Moreover, it may be infeasible to



achieve a TSR of 1 in an uncertain environment that

we are considering.

The redundancy level required to satisfy a given

TSR for a task is then determined by the task deadline

and the timeliness of the available workers. In particu-

lar, it can be determined using the following notion of

group timeliness of a group of workers for a task:

Definition 2 Group Timeliness: The group

timeliness τG(D) for a group G of workers

{W1,W2, . . . ,Wn} for a task with deadline D is

defined as the probability of successful completion of

the task within time D by at least one of the workers

in G.

τG(D) = 1 −

n
∏

i=1

(1 − τi(D)) (2)

Thus, to meet the TSR for a task with deadline D, a

redundant scheduling algorithm would assign the task

to a group of workers whose group timeliness value

exceeds the TSR.

3 Combining Deadline-Driven and Redun-

dant Scheduling

Having defined our system model and the notion of

timeliness, we next examine the implications of using

redundant scheduling for deadline-based tasks with re-

spect to two key metrics of interest: throughput and

fairness. In the context of deadline-based scheduling,

we define throughput as the total number of tasks that

are completed within their deadlines. Fairness can be

defined as a measure of the share of the worker re-

sources utilized for tasks with different deadlines. In

other words, fairness can be thought as capturing the

difference in the proportion of tasks completed for dif-

ferent deadlines. The smaller this difference is, the

more fair is the scheduling algorithm. We measure the

fairness of a schedule using Jain’s fairness index [22]3.

Let us start by examining possible ways of com-

bining deadline-driven scheduling with redundant

scheduling. Earliest Deadline First (EDF) [27] is

a classical scheduling algorithm used for deadline-

driven scheduling. EDF always selects the task with

3For ease of exposition, we defer the quantitative definition of

Jain’s fairness index to Section 5, and use fairness here in a more

intuitive sense.

Figure 2. Comparison of LDF with EDF show-

ing the throughput-fairness tradeoff

the shortest deadline for execution. EDF has been

shown to provide an optimal schedule for a unipro-

cessor environment as long as the tasks do not require

more computing power than is available in the system.

In other words, EDF can provide the highest through-

put in such an environment. The following example

illustrates how EDF will perform in our system model,

in the presence of redundant scheduling.

Example 1 Consider a set of tasks T1, T2 and T3 in

the task pool with successively higher deadlines, and

a set of workers W1, W2, and W3. Let us assume that

the deadlines of the tasks T2 and T3 are such that they

can be successfully completed with a high probabil-

ity (based on a given TSR) by any one of the workers.

However, the deadline of task T1 is so stringent that

it needs to be assigned to all three workers to have a

high likelihood of timely completion. Since EDF se-

lects the task with minimum deadline, it will schedule

T1 to W1, W2, and W3, and ignore the other two tasks,

resulting in a throughput of 1. Let us see what happens

if we use a different scheduler, namely, Latest Deadline

First (LDF), that schedules tasks in decreasing order

of their deadlines. LDF will assign tasks T2 and T3 to

W2 and W3 respectively (assuming ties are broken ar-

bitrarily), while the task T1 will be ignored, resulting

in a throughput of 2.

The above example illustrates the problem of

naively coupling redundant scheduling with deadline-

based scheduling. Redundant scheduling results in

non-uniform resource requirements for different tasks.

Since tasks with more stringent deadlines consume



more resources, giving priority to such tasks will not

always result in higher throughput for the system. The

above example raises the question whether a scheduler

like LDF is more desirable in heterogeneous and non-

dedicated environment, as it is likely to achieve higher

throughput. We examine this question using the fol-

lowing example.

Example 2 Figure 2 shows an example scenario

where at time 0, there are 4 tasks in the task pool: tasks

T1 and T2 with deadline D1, and tasks T3 and T4 with

deadline D2, where D2=2*D1. Further assume there

are two workers W1 and W2 in the system at this time,

each of which can finish a task with deadline D2 (with

probability TSR), but both of them need to be grouped

together to finish a task with deadline D1. With this

setup, at time 0, EDF will use both workers to sched-

ule task T1, while LDF will assign one worker each to

tasks T3 and T4.

Now, suppose both workers successfully finish their

tasks and come back at time D1. At this point, the

deadlines of T1 and T2 would have expired, while the

effective deadlines of T3 and T4 would have reduced

to D1 due to passage of time. In this case, EDF will

use both workers to schedule task T3 (since T2 has

already missed its deadline), while LDF will have no

remaining task to schedule (as T1 and T2 have already

missed their deadlines).

Thus, over the two scheduling instances, both EDF

and LDF achieve the same throughput of 2. However,

while EDF schedules one task for each deadline, LDF

schedules both higher deadline tasks, while starving

the lower deadline tasks. We can see that EDF pro-

vides more fairness for this case which can also be

verified using Jain’s fairness index [22] which gives a

fairness value of 1 for EDF and 0.5 for LDF (higher is

fairer).

This example shows that while LDF may have equal

or better throughput than EDF in general, it suffers

from higher unfairness because of its bias towards

longer deadline tasks, at the expense of starving short

deadline tasks. Note that even though EDF is bi-

ased towards shorter deadline tasks, it is also likely

to schedule higher deadline tasks, as their deadlines

become more stringent with the passage of time. On

the other hand, by preferring more lax deadline tasks

initially, LDF further decreases the possibility of even-

tually executing shorter deadline tasks in the future.

Based on the above examples, we see that in a het-

erogeneous, dynamic resource environment, there is a

clear tradeoff between throughput and fairness, when

coupling redundant scheduling with deadline-driven

scheduling. We also see that EDF and LDF represent

the opposite ends of the spectrum in this tradeoff, with

one ensuring higher fairness while the other achieves

higher throughput. We next use this insight to propose

an algorithm that provides a flexible way to exploit this

tradeoff.

4 Limited Resource Earliest Deadline

Scheduling

In this section, we present Limited Resource Earli-

est Deadline Scheduling (LRED): a general deadline-

driven scheduler that explicitly incorporates redundant

scheduling, and thus provides a flexible way to exploit

the throughput-fairness tradeoff in a heterogeneous,

dynamic computation system. This algorithm is based

on the following observations from the last section:

• Shorter deadline tasks consume a larger number

of resources in general than higher deadline tasks,

and

• Shorter deadline tasks are more likely to fail with

the passage of time, as compared to higher dead-

line tasks.

These observations lead to the following key in-

sights:

• Insight 1: A task requiring more nodes for

its successful completion will lead to a lower

throughput.

• Insight 2: Scheduling a shorter deadline task be-

fore a higher deadline task is likely to achieve

higher fairness.

LRED uses these insights to exploit the throughput-

fairness tradeoff. We first present the high-level intu-

ition behind the algorithm, followed by the key con-

cepts used by this algorithm, and then describe the al-

gorithm’s working in detail.
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Figure 4. Scheduling by LDF, EDF and LRED

4.1 Intuitive Description of LRED

Intuitively, LRED works by limiting the number of

resources consumed per task (thus improving through-

put), while scheduling the selected tasks in earliest

deadline order (thus improving fairness). To achieve

this goal, LRED sorts the task pool in increasing or-

der of deadlines, so that shorter deadline tasks require

more resources compared to higher deadline tasks.

Then, LRED schedules the tasks in earliest deadline

first order starting from the first task that needs a

(specified) limited number of resources. This limit is

specified as a parameter to the algorithm, and allows

LRED to control the throughput-fairness tradeoff. For

instance, specifying a limit of 3 would result in LRED

begin scheduling from the shortest deadline task that

needs only 3 nodes, resulting in a higher throughput

but lower fairness than specifying a limit of 7. Next

we describe the key concepts used by the algorithm

and its working in more detail.

4.2 Key Concepts

Consider a set of N workers and L tasks in the sys-

tem. Let us assume that the task list is sorted in in-

creasing order of task deadlines. Further, let us assume

that the worker queue is sorted in decreasing order of

the mean timeliness value τ of workers4. Then, we can

define the following:

Definition 3 k-dependent task: A task is said to be

k-dependent if it needs exactly the k most timely work-

ers in the worker queue to complete successfully with

a high probability (based on a desired target success

rate)5.

Definition 4 k-dependent task set (Sk): The set of

all k-dependent tasks in the task queue.

Figure 3 illustrates the concept of k-dependent tasks

and sets. As seen from the figure, tasks Tm to Tp re-

quire the top n workers from the worker queue for their

successful execution, and thus are n-dependent tasks,

and belong to the set Sn. Similarly, tasks Tf to Ti be-

long to the set Smax, while tasks Tx to TN belong to

the set S1. Note that the set S∞ represents the set of

tasks that cannot be successfully completed with any

number of workers from {W1, . . . ,WL}, and are thus

infeasible with the current worker pool.

In this way, the task list is divided into disjoint k-

dependent sets for k = 1, 2, . . . ,max, where max is

the maximum number of workers required by any task

in the task list. Note that the size of one of these sets

Sk could be zero, which means that there may be no

tasks that can be completed with exactly k most timely

workers in the worker queue. Also, it can be shown

that each set Sk consists of consecutive tasks from the

sorted task list, and all tasks in a set Sn have lower

deadlines than the tasks in a set Sm, for n > m. These

4Note that based on the shapes of the timeliness distributions, a

worker with a higher mean timeliness value need not always have

a higher timeliness for a given deadline value D, compared to a

worker with a smaller mean timeliness value. We use this ordering

mainly as a heuristic.
5From here on, we will assume successful completion to be

dependent on a given TSR, and omit its mention unless required

specifically.



properties are based on the following lemma, whose

proof is given in the Appendix.

Lemma 1 If Ti and Tj are two tasks such that Di ≤
Dj and Ti ∈ Sn, Tj ∈ Sm, then m ≤ n.

Proof:

Ti ∈ Sn ⇒ ∃G = {W1, . . . ,Wn} such that

τG(Di) ≥ TSR, where {W1, . . . ,Wn} are the first

n workers in the sorted worker queue.

Now, using Equation 2 in Section 2.4, the timeliness

of G for Tj is given by:

τG(Dj) = 1 −
∏n

l=1
(1 − τl(Dj)).

From Equation 2,

Dj ≥ Di ⇒ τl(Dj) ≥ τl(Di) for each worker Wl ∈
G

⇒ (1 − τl(Dj)) ≤ (1 − τl(Di))
⇒ τG(Dj) ≥ τG(Di) ≥ TSR

Thus, Tj does not need more than n workers to sat-

isfy TSR, and hence, m ≤ n.

4.3 Algorithm Description

We now describe how the LRED algorithm works

in practice. We begin by describing how EDF and

LDF would schedule tasks based on the concepts of k-

dependent tasks and k-dependent sets presented above.

EDF schedules tasks in the increasing order of their

deadlines, so that it will start with the tasks in S∞ as

shown in Figure 4. However, since none of the tasks

in S∞ can be successfully completed by the available

workers, EDF will skip these tasks. Thus, EDF will

effectively start scheduling from the tasks in Smax.

Since it tends to consume larger number of nodes per

task, it is likely to achieve lower throughput due to In-

sight 1, but because of its ordering of tasks, it achieves

higher fairness due to Insight 2.

LDF, on the other hand, schedules the tasks in the

decreasing order of their deadlines, so it will begin by

scheduling the longest deadline task in S1, as shown

in Figure 4. LDF will schedule tasks in S2 only if S1

is empty, and continue moving towards S∞ as each

successive set becomes empty. It, however, will not

schedule any task in S∞ since none of these tasks can

be executed with the available workers. As we illus-

trated in Examples 1 and 2 in Section 3, this ordering

is likely to result in higher throughput due to Insight 1,

but in lower fairness due to Insight 2.

LRED generalizes the scheduling orders of EDF

and LDF by introducing a new set pointer LREDStart,

which refers to the first k-dependent set Sk that the al-

gorithm will schedule tasks from. By using Sk as the

starting set pointer, we limit the number of workers to

schedule a task to k, hence, we call it a Limited Re-

source algorithm. Once the tasks in the initial set Sk

are exhausted, the algorithm moves on to the next k-

dependent set with a smaller value of k. The values of

the pointer LREDStart can be seen to be S1 and S∞

respectively for LDF and EDF, as shown in Figure 4.

The fairness of an LRED schedule can be increased

from that of LDF if LREDStart is set to S2 instead of

S1, but throughput will reduce accordingly. Similarly,

the throughput of LRED can be increased but fairness

reduced from that of EDF by setting LREDStart to

Smax−1 instead of Smax (or S∞). In this manner, the

fairness and the throughput of the system can be ad-

justed by sliding the pointer LREDStart along the task

queue.

Besides the choice of the starting k-dependent

set Sk, the other question is the ordering of the

tasks within Sk. Using Insights 1 and 2, we can

achieve higher fairness without sacrificing throughput

by traversing Sk in the increasing order of deadlines.

LRED also uses this ordering, referring to the Earli-

est Deadline part of the name. Note that because of

this ordering, setting LREDStart to S1 will differ from

a pure LDF algorithm (achieving higher fairness and

throughput than LDF, as we will show in Section 5).

To summarize, LRED initializes the task set pointer

LREDStart to start from a set Sn to obtain a particular

level of throughput and fairness. The shortest deadline

task from this set Sn is chosen and scheduled to the

first group of n most timely workers from the worker

list. Sn is traversed in the increasing order of task

deadlines, and once Sn becomes empty, a task from

the next non-empty set in the list {Sn−1, Sn−2,...,S1}
is chosen for scheduling. To make the algorithm work-

conserving, once all tasks in the sets {Sn, Sn−1,...,S1}
are exhausted, the algorithm moves to tasks in Sn+1,

and continues moving towards S∞ as each successive

set becomes empty.

Algorithm 1 shows the pseudocode for LRED. It

takes a parameter n which corresponds to the set Sn

to be used as the set pointer LREDStart. The basic al-

gorithm works by scheduling the group of the n most



Algorithm 1 LRED(n)

1: W ←Set of all available workers

2: Sort W in decreasing order of τ

3: Sort the task pool in increasing order of D

4: while W is non-empty do

5: Organize the task pool into the list

{S1, S2, ..., Smax} based on τ of workers in

W

6: V ← Set of all tasks in the list {Sn, ..., S2, S1}
7: if V is non-empty then

8: T ← First task from the first non-empty set Sk in

V

9: Schedule T to k most timely workers

10: Update W by removing the k assigned workers

11: else if n < max then

12: LRED(n+1)

13: else

14: break

15: end if

16: end while

timely workers among the available worker list to the

shortest deadline task T in Sn. The value of n signifies

which task among all the tasks in the task pool will

be chosen to be scheduled first. When n = 1, the ex-

ecution of LRED(1) corresponds to LDF (except for

the ordering of tasks within S1). When n = max (or

∞), it schedules tasks from Smax until either Smax be-

comes empty or all the capable workers are exhausted

before moving on to Smax−1. This corresponds to an

execution of EDF. Also, to make the algorithm work-

conserving, once it exhausts all tasks in the sets Sk, for

k = 1, . . . , n, it recursively calls LRED(n+1).

Task 
pool

Deadline LRED(2) LRED(1)

T1 D1 T1Æ{W1,W2)
T2 D1

T3 D1

T4 D2 T4Æ{W3} T4Æ{W1}
T5 D2 T5Æ{W2}
T6 D2 T6Æ{W3}

S1

S2

Figure 5. An example schedule by LRED(n)

for values of n = 1, 2. L = 6, N = 3

Figure 5 gives an illustration of the schedule cre-

ated by the LRED(n) algorithm for values of n = 1, 2.

The figure shows that a higher value of n=2 produces

a lower throughput but completes more short deadline

tasks, whereas with a smaller value of n=1, short dead-

line tasks starve while increasing the net throughput.

We next provide detailed quantitative evaluation of this

algorithm using a simulation study.

5 Evaluation

We now evaluate the performance of the LRED al-

gorithm through simulation. We begin by describing

our simulation methodology, followed by a definition

of the metrics used for evaluation and the results ob-

tained from the simulations.

5.1 Simulation Methodology

The simulator consists of a central task scheduler

and a set of workers that arrive at the scheduler re-

questing work. Each worker is associated with an un-

derlying response time distribution, which is sampled

to generate a response time for each task it is assigned.

The scheduler maintains a database of timeliness be-

havior information for all the individual workers by

observing the past history of response times of each

worker. The timeliness distribution of each worker

is then represented by a histogram of its observed re-

sponse times for the tasks assigned to it in the past. A

sample worker histogram is shown in Figure 6(a). This

is used to calculate the timeliness of the worker with

respect to a given task deadline D, while the group

timeliness of a group of workers is computed as per

Equation 2 presented in Section 2.4. The length of the

maintained history is bounded to accommodate recent

changes in the worker’s timeliness behavior into the

estimated timeliness. The histogram of each worker is

updated by the scheduler whenever a worker returns

a result for an assigned task. All the workers are ini-

tially assumed to be available at the scheduler, after

which the workers return to the scheduler at time inter-

vals based on task response times sampled from their

underlying response time distributions.

To emulate the timeliness behavior of individual

nodes, we have used a synthetic trace as well as a Plan-

etLab trace. The synthetic trace consists of the worker

response time distributions emulated by normal dis-

tributions, with equal standard deviation and with the

distribution means uniformly distributed over a spe-

cific deadline range. Figure 6(b) shows the distribu-

tion of mean worker timeliness values ranging from
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Figure 6. Representing a single worker and all workers in the environment

80-400 time units. We have also used a trace from

PlanetLab that contains the response times of 90 Plan-

etLab nodes running for 5 hours executing same size

tasks, collected during a live execution of BLAST over

BOINC [1]. BLAST is a bio-informatics application

that performs genetic matching of an input DNA se-

quence against a gene sequence database. The Planet-

Lab trace and results based on this trace are presented

in detail in Section 5.7.

In our simulations, fixed-size tasks are generated

with deadlines uniformly distributed in a given dead-

line range. We vary the task deadline range to emu-

late different overall timeliness levels of the compu-

tational environment for a given worker distribution.

For instance, we use a task deadline range towards the

lower end of the response time range of the workers,

to represent a low timeliness environment (LowTE).

Similarly a high (HighTE) or moderately timely en-

vironment (ModTE) is simulated by moving the task

deadline range over the worker timeliness range ac-

cordingly. The inter-arrival times for new tasks arriv-

ing into the system follow an exponential distribution.

The mean of this inter-arrival time distribution is var-

ied to vary the load level in the system, so that a low

mean value corresponds to a high volume of tasks ar-

riving in the system.

For all our experiments, we use two additional pa-

rameters: MaxWkrs and Waiting time(w). MaxWkrs

is defined as the maximum number of workers in any

group G a task can be replicated to run on. This param-

eter is used to avoid over-consumption of resources for

executing a single task. Waiting time is defined as the

maximum amount of time the scheduler waits between

its scheduling decisions. If w is 0, it means that a

scheduling decision is made every time a worker ar-

rives at the scheduler requesting work. By setting w

greater than 0, it is possible to have a larger number

of workers available to the scheduler to enable better

scheduling decisions. We discuss the significance and

the impact of the waiting times in more detail later.

In all of our experiments, we have set the param-

eters MaxWkrs = 7 (i.e., the maximum group size

that can used to schedule a task) and TSR = 0.9. We

executed the experiments for LRED(n) for values of n

= 1, 4, 7 for each timeliness environment under dif-

ferent load conditions. We execute the EDF and LDF

algorithm under the same conditions for comparison.

In addition, we also simulated a Random algorithm

(Rand), that selects tasks randomly in arbitrary or-

der from the task pool, while keeping the worker list

sorted.

5.2 Metrics

• Throughput : The total number of tasks that are

completed within their deadlines.

• Fairness : We measure the fairness of a schedule

using Jain’s fairness index [22] as follows. Sup-

pose the deadline range of the tasks is divided into

m bins s.t. Ci is the number of tasks in bin i and

Xi is the number of tasks successfully completed



in bin i, then the fairness index FI is given by:

FI =

[ m
∑

i=1

xi

]2

m

m
∑

i=1

xi
2

where xi =
Xi

Ci

(3)

The value of the fairness index ranges from 0 to 1,

with a value of 1 representing absolute fairness in

the system while 0 indicates absolute unfairness.

5.3 Throughput-Fairness Tradeoff

We start by presenting results for the synthetic

worker timeliness distribution trace. Figures 7(a) and

7(b) show the tradeoff between fairness and through-

put for a low timeliness environment (LowTE). In this

environment, the task deadlines lie in the range 80-

150, which makes only about 25% of the workers

timely for these tasks. The load is kept high with a

mean task arrival time of 5. The waiting time w is

fixed at 2, which means that the scheduler will allocate

tasks to workers every 2 time units. This waiting time

gives a sufficient number of workers at each schedul-

ing point.

Figures 7(a) and 7(b) plot the fairness index FI and

throughput respectively for the different scheduling al-

gorithms. As expected, the fairness of LRED increases

as n increases, while throughput decreases as shown in

the figures. EDF shows the highest fairness and low-

est throughput. LDF has the lowest fairness, however,

its throughput is lower than that of LRED(1), which

demonstrates the benefit of scheduling tasks in the in-

creasing order of deadlines within a k-dependent set

(S1 in this case). Rand shows slightly higher fairness

and lower throughput than LDF because it happens

to schedule a greater number of lower deadline tasks

than LDF due to the randomness in choosing tasks.

EDF does not show any dramatic improvement over

LRED(7), because the majority of the tasks that could

be finished with unlimited number of workers needed

only a size of 7 at maximum.

To understand these results better, Figure 8(a)

shows the ratio of tasks completed in each deadline bin

by the different algorithms. The fairness level of an al-

gorithm is indicated by how flat its curve is. As seen

from the figure, LRED(7) could finish more low dead-

line tasks than that of LRED(1). In addition, if there

are no timely workers to schedule the shortest dead-

line tasks, it finishes some tasks from higher deadline

bins requiring smaller group sizes than 7. This gives

LRED(7) a flatter curve and consequently higher fair-

ness.

This result can be verified by Figure 8(b) which

shows the ratio of completed tasks grouped by the k-

dependent sets Sk to which they belonged at schedul-

ing time. As seen from the figure, LRED(1) shows

a heavy bias towards tasks from S1 (high deadline

tasks), while the tasks scheduled by LRED(7) are more

equally distributed across the various sets. For in-

stance, if we consider the sets S1 and S3, LRED(1)

finishes 67% of the tasks in S1 as opposed to only 4%

of the tasks in S3. On the other hand, LRED(7) fin-

ishes 30% of the tasks in S1 and 18% in S3, show-

ing a smaller deviation than LRED(1). This explains

the high fairness for LRED(7) compared to LRED(1).

Yet, the throughput is lower than LRED(1) since it

effectively finishes less number of tasks from all the

sets. Also, we see that none of the algorithms could

do many tasks from {S5, S6, S7} because of the lack

of timely workers in the LowTE.

5.4 Impact of Load

We next explore the effect of system load on the per-

formance of LRED for different n values for LowTE.

We varied the task arrival times and observed the re-

sulting fairness and throughput for each of n=1,4,7,

and for Rand in Figures 9(a) and 9(b). A high mean

task arrival time represents a light load condition while

a low mean value creates a heavy load condition.

LRED(1) has the lowest fairness and highest

throughput when the system load is high, because

tasks arrive at a faster rate and keep LRED(1) busy

scheduling along the task list with lower k-dependent

sets. So, most tasks use smaller group sizes and conse-

quently the throughput is higher. However, LRED(1)

has fewer chances to move to higher k-dependent

sets due to the higher task arrival rate and conse-

quently exhibits less fairness compared to LRED(7)

and LRED(4). On the other hand, as the mean task

arrival rate increases, reducing load on the system, the

fairness and throughput of LRED for all values of n

converges, because now the number of waiting tasks

is small enough that most tasks can be picked up by
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the workers irrespective of their deadlines. We also

see that the total throughput decreases with decreasing

load due to fewer tasks arriving in the system.

5.5 Impact of Timeliness Environment

We plot the impact of the underlying timeliness en-

vironment on the performance of LRED, Rand, LDF

and EDF in Figures 10(a) and 10(b). The timeliness

of the environment is increased by moving the task

deadline ranges towards the higher range of the worker

timeliness in the distribution Figure 6(b). LowTE,

ModTE and HighTE correspond to the task deadline

ranges of 80-150 (<25% workers are timely), 120-200

(approximately 40% workers are timely) and 200-350

(>75% are timely) respectively.

We make two main observations from these fig-

ures regarding the behavior of LRED. First, the figures

show that as the overall timeliness level of the environ-

TE n

LowTE 5.2

ModTE 3.1

HighTE 1.1

Table 1. Maximum n needed for the shortest

deadline task scheduled

ment increases, the fairness as well as the throughput

values converge for all values of n. Secondly, we also

see that as the timeliness level gets higher, both fair-

ness and throughput increase for the same value of n.

These results occur because as the timeliness level

increases, smaller groups of workers are required to

successfully complete most of the tasks. Evidence for

this is seen from Table 1 which shows the maximum

group size required for the shortest deadline task for
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Figure 10. Fairness-Throughput of LRED for different Timeliness environments with a fixed load

each timeliness environment. As seen from the table,

this value decreases from 5.2 to 1.1 as we go from

LowTE to HighTE. This implies that while most tasks

are spread between S1 to S6 for LowTE, most of the

tasks are concentrated in S1 only for HighTE. As a re-

sult, for HighTE, there is less differentiation between

the different values of n for LRED(n) resulting in sim-

ilar throughput and fairness. Moreover, since most

tasks require only 1 worker for successful execution

in HighTE, the overall throughput and fairness also in-

crease.

Rand and LDF, however, show poor fairness as well

as throughput as compared to LRED even in HighTE,

due to the poor choices they make for each task. They

both might assign highly timely workers to very high

deadline tasks leaving the short deadline tasks to be

assigned to larger sized groups, reducing the overall

throughput. It affects fairness due to the starvation of

the short deadline tasks for the same reason.

5.6 Significance of waiting time

Since the scheduler needs to wait for workers to

arrive before making scheduling decisions, we con-

ducted experiments to see how long we can wait with-

out affecting throughput. We used a high load setting

in a LowTE and HighTE, and varied the waiting times.

The results are shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11(a) shows the impact of waiting time on

the throughput in a LowTE. As seen from the figure,

the throughput initially increases as we increase the

waiting time, but then it starts decreasing after a point.

This is because, with no waiting, we may not have

enough timely workers to form good groups, since

most of the workers in this environment have poor

timeliness. This is clearly shown by the low through-

put at w=0. If we wait for some amount of time (in

this case until w=2), we get a few more timely work-

ers to form better groups so that more tasks can be

finished. However, if we wait too long, the deadlines

of the pooled tasks drop too much to be successfully
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Figure 12. LRED for different TEs for PlanetLab traces

completed in time.

Figure 11(b) shows that the drop in throughput hap-

pens at a much lower waiting time value (with only a

slight increase from w=0 to w=1). This is because,

with HighTE, since the workers already have good

timeliness without waiting, we can achieve a good

throughput. Increasing the waiting time only results in

reducing the deadlines of waiting tasks without much

benefit in getting better workers.

Overall, waiting for some time may enable the ar-

rival of better workers to result in better scheduling

decisions, however, waiting too long could expire task

deadlines. Therefore, these two effects have to be bal-

anced based on the environment.

5.7 Results with PlanetLab Trace

In addition to the synthetic worker distributions, we

conducted some experiments with a worker trace from

PlanetLab. The trace contains the response times of 90

PlanetLab nodes running equal-sized tasks, recorded

over a duration of 5 hours to capture sufficient timeli-

ness data about all the workers. The worker distribu-

tion with their mean response times is shown in Figure

12(a). We used these traces to initialize the workers

and ran experiments with LRED and LDF for LowTE,

ModTE and HighTE with the task deadline ranges

of 60-160 (approximately 20% of workers are highly

timely), 130-230 (approximately 40% of workers are

timely) and 200-280 (>70% are timely) respectively.

The mean task arrival time was fixed at 5 representing

high load and the waiting time w set to 2. The results

are summarized in Figures 12(b) and 12(c). The ob-

servations are similar to that for synthetic worker dis-

tributions. LRED(1) leads in fairness while LRED(7)

leads in throughput for LowTE and ModTE. However,

all LRED(n) show the same performance for HighTE

while LDF still lags behind.

5.8 Summary of Results

We summarize the major results below.

• Reducing the value of n with LRED provides bet-

ter throughput because it uses fewer workers per



task.

• Using LRED with higher values of n produces

higher fairness, as the workers are now more

spread out across different deadline tasks.

• When the load on the system is high, the

throughput-fairness tradeoff is more visible than

at low loads.

• The throughput-fairness tradeoff also becomes

more prominent as the overall timeliness level of

the environment decreases.

Some of the key conclusions we can draw from

these results are as follows. When a system is heav-

ily loaded in terms of task arrivals or the timeliness

level is low (so that there are more stringent tasks or

less timely workers in the system), there is a greater

opportunity to exploit the tradeoff between throughput

and fairness to suit the system requirements. LRED

provides a way to tune this tradeoff by simply increas-

ing or decreasing its group size parameter. When the

system load reduces or the timeliness level increases,

however, simple EDF can be used because a good

throughput-fairness combination can be obtained irre-

spective of any limit on the group size. Note that the

ability of LRED to achieve flexibility under high loads

and low timeliness makes it powerful as these system

conditions are more likely to impact an application’s

performance.

6 Related Work

Deadline-based scheduling: There is a large body

of work on deadline-based scheduling [14]. Earliest-

deadline-first (EDF) [27] is a commonly used

deadline-based online scheduling algorithm that has

been shown to be optimal for uniprocessor systems as

long as the demand does not exceed the system capac-

ity. Many ideas have been proposed to ensure the opti-

mality of deadline scheduling under overloads [6, 24],

while variations of EDF such as least slack first [26]

have also been proposed over the years. In this paper,

we have looked at the problem of combining deadline-

based scheduling with redundant scheduling in a het-

erogeneous environment, and our main focus is on pro-

viding probabilistic guarantees for soft deadline tasks.

Fairness in scheduling: Fairness has been empha-

sized by many scheduling algorithms in allocating pro-

cessor bandwidth to applications in both uniproces-

sor as well as multiprocessor systems. Many systems

use proportional share allocation based on General-

ized Processing Sharing [29], which is an ideal al-

gorithm in which each application is allocated band-

width based on the weight assigned to the application.

Many other algorithms [16, 20, 34, 13, 10] have been

proposed that approximate GPS in different domains.

Fairness has also been widely investigated in queuing

systems [2, 32, 31, 4]. Adam Wierman et al. in [37, 36]

provide a classification of scheduling policies with re-

spect to fairness. Our focus is on exploring the trade-

off between fairness and throughput in the context of

deadline-driven scheduling. Also, we focus on a het-

erogeneous system with dynamic resource availability.

In the context of scheduling tasks with constraints

(e.g. deadlines), [5] introduced the concept of Pfair-

ness. Under Pfair scheduling, tasks are scheduled ac-

cording to a fixed-size allocation quantum so that devi-

ation from an ideal allocation is strictly bounded. We

focus on a heterogeneous multi-resource environment

with probabilistic requirements.

Deadline scheduling in large-scale systems: One of

the earlier works that proposed an on-line deadline

scheduling algorithm for client-server Grid systems is

[35]. Caron et al. [11] improved this work by associat-

ing a priority with each task. In [23], the authors pro-

pose a fair scheduling algorithm for wireless networks

that ensures packets are dropped fairly among users in

case of missed deadlines. In this paper, our mechanism

provides a way to control the fairness among the task

deadlines.

Redundant scheduling: Redundancy has been used

in several contexts such as Byzantine fault tolerant sys-

tems [25, 12]. Redundancy has also been widely em-

ployed by data storage systems to ensure high avail-

ability, performance and fault tolerance [7, 21]. Here,

we use redundancy for achieving robust scheduling

guarantees.

Reputation-based scheduling: There are a number

of papers that have proposed the use of reputation to

store the trust and reliability values of nodes for use

in scheduling [38, 33, 9]. However, many of these

systems do not consider task deadlines which cre-

ates a second dimension in the reputation computation,



as shown by our use of node timeliness distribution,

rather than each node having a fixed reputation across

all tasks.

Scheduling in heterogeneous environments: Mah-

eswaran et al. [28] study heuristics similar to EDF

for scheduling independent tasks in heterogeneous

computing systems, with the objective of maximiz-

ing throughput. Our work is on scheduling indepen-

dent tasks with deadline constraints, with additional

requirements about fairness.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we examined the problem of deadline-

driven task scheduling in a heterogeneous and dy-

namic computational environment. We showed that

combining deadline-based scheduling with redundant

scheduling typically used in such systems leads to

a fundamental tradeoff between throughput and fair-

ness. In particular, we showed that earliest dead-

line first (EDF) results in lower throughput because

the tasks with stringent deadlines consume more re-

sources, while at the same time ensuring a higher fair-

ness. However, while latest deadline first (LDF) pro-

vides better resource utilization, it is likely to starve

stringent deadline tasks.

To exploit this tradeoff in such heterogeneous and

dynamic environments, we proposed a new schedul-

ing algorithm called Limited Resource Earliest Dead-

line (LRED) that couples redundant scheduling with

deadline-driven scheduling in a flexible way by using a

simple tunable parameter. This algorithm uses a statis-

tical notion of timeliness for each computational node

that captures both inter-node heterogeneity as well as

intra-node dynamism in the system, and can be esti-

mated based on the node’s past execution history. Fur-

ther, we showed that LRED is a generalization of EDF

and LDF, so that, by tuning its parameter, LRED re-

duces to EDF in one extreme, and to (a close variant

of) LDF in another extreme.

We used trace-driven and synthetic simulations to

evaluate the performance of LRED. Our results show

that load and the timeliness level of the underlying en-

vironment have a significant impact on the throughput-

fairness tradeoff of task scheduling. We find that

LRED provides a powerful mechanism to achieve de-

sired throughput or fairness under high loads and low

timeliness environments, where these tradeoffs are

most critical.

In the future, we intend to implement this algorithm

on a live system such as PlanetLab to observe the

tradeoff when the nodes change in behavior abruptly

during the course of the experiments. In addition, we

plan to extend our algorithm to incorporate heteroge-

neous tasks as well.
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